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“When people look up into the sky and see white trails
paralleling and crisscrossing high in the sky, little do they
know that they are not seeing ‘condensation’, but instead are
witnessing a man-made ‘climate engineering CRISIS’ facing all
air-breathing humans and animals on planet earth. These white
aircraft  spray-trails  are  the  result  of  scientifically
verifiable spraying of aluminum particles and other toxic
heavy metals, polymers and chemicals. These toxic atmospheric
aerosols are used to alter the weather patterns creating
droughts in some regions, and deluges and floods in other
locations.  Even  extreme  cold  can  be  created  by  climate
engineering  under  other  conditions.  Unfortunately,  these
unfolding catastrophes are not capturing the attention of
America’s  citizen  nor  politicians.  Weather  warfare  has
already almost reached beyond possibility of devastation of
all mankind and animals. It is that serious, and it is time-
limiting.”

Signed: General Charles Jones, Brigadier General, U.S. Air
Force.
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The term Chemtrails, while accurate, is a common term that has
been widely mis-used by the general population and media,
certainly by design, in order to discredit all efforts against
weather  and  climate  geoengineering,  cloud-seeding,  and  the
manufacturing  and  spraying  of  chemically-based  artificial
clouds meant to reflect sunlight, by spraying the atmosphere
with chemicals, deadly metals, and toxins. This is, and has
been done, for a long time in the false name of ‘protecting
us’  from  the  farcical  and  fraudulent  ‘threat’  of  manmade
‘climate change.’ Those who expose this fraud are of course,
generally called “conspiracy theorists.” This is most always
an unwarranted and rhetorical ad hominem attack on character
instead of examining substance; all in order to avoid any
discussion of what is a valid subject matter concerning the
top-down manipulation of weather, and the poisoning of all
living things. There is actually manmade weather engineering,
and toxic spraying of metals and chemicals, but that has not
occurred due to one driving a car, or taking a trip on a
plane,  but  has  been  affected  by  government  and  military
operations. In other words, global warming, global cooling, or
the benign term, ‘climate change,’ are intentional acts, and
not  due  simply  to  human  existence  and  the  basic  daily
functions  of  life.

I will preface the rest of my comments with an anecdotal
experience that I personally witnessed over the past two days
in the Rocky Mountains here in Montana. What I saw, is almost
a daily occurrence here, and most everywhere else as well, but
I spent the entirety of both days watching the unfolding of
fake chemical cloud seeding, and the resulting atmospheric
changes. We had a rare period of total blue skies, although
not as blue as in the past. On both days I watched from 9AM
until late evening, as jet after jet continued to spray metals
and chemicals across the horizon. The patterns were crossing,
and at different altitudes, moving from section to section of
sky,  likely  dependent  on  wind  currents.  Both  days  were
forecast to be clear, but by afternoon on both days, the



unnatural cloud cover was enough to block the sun entirely; at
least from partial to heavy.

What began as completely clear skies, changed to a manmade and
broad-based cloud cover that hung in the air until I could no
longer  see  the  skies.  This  was  obviously  the  purposeful
spraying of toxins in order to block vital sunlight, but much
more is going on than just simply blocking the sun, as all
these metals and chemicals eventually disperse and fall to
earth, harming every single living thing. This very adversely
affects all plants and animals, including humans. Given what
has  been  proven  to  be  in  these  payloads,  the  risk  of
agriculture  devastation,  changing  weather  patterns,  killing
bug life and pollinators, weather manipulation, geoengineered
weather systems, and cancer-causing toxins made up of nano-
particle  metals  and  chemicals,  are  all  threats  to  all  of
nature, including to water, soil, insects, animals, birds,
fish, and humans.

This has been going on for decades, but at this point in time,
it is inundating airspace everywhere in this country and the
world. Some of this is being done by commercial aircraft, but
most it seems is being done by the military, mainly the Air
Force, by and with approval of this government, by NASA, and
by others. This is a deliberate and planned attack against
mankind  and  the  earth.  This  is  a  weaponized  form  of  war
against all life domestically and globally. These tactics can
be  used  as  war  weaponry,  for  food  and  agricultural
destruction,  and  for  depopulation  through  bodily  system
devastation.

Weather phenomena recently have been extreme. While proving
without  question  that  these  are  not  normal,  but  designed
events,  is  certainly  difficult,  but  these  anomalies  are
happening so often and are so far beyond reason, that one
cannot ignore that these events are likely engineered. Well
above average temperatures in mid-spring have been changing to
very cold and heavy snow, and then back to high temperatures



in many areas across the country.  Even in my area in just the
past two weeks, I saw record temperatures, then very cold and
record snow, two feet or more, and now temperatures of close
to 80 degrees. This is happening everywhere, and is not due to
what is called ‘climate change,’ but in my opinion, it is due
to  manmade  manufactured  systems.  There  are  masses  of
tornadoes,  90  degrees  and  then  snow,  unreal  flooding,  as
happened in Florida recently, and many weather events that
belie imagination, in that a vast reversal of normalcy is
present in most every area at once.

But this is not the only threat concerning the toxic chemical
and metals spraying that is continuous across the country and
the  world.  We  are  literally  being  poisoned,  sickness  is
expanding greatly, and cancer is advancing in numbers and
severity. This is certainly due to this heinous spraying, but
it is also evident due to deadly ‘covid’ bioweapon injections,
poisoning of food, including plants and animals, destruction
of farming and ranching, and land and water poisoning due to
very toxic chemicals and metals. This population and others
are being attacked from every angle in what appears to be a
mass  depopulation  effort  by  the  State,  its  controllers,
pharmaceutical  manufacturers,  the  CIA  and  military,  NASA,
HAARP,  the  so-called  scientific  community,  and  the
technological  giants.  This  war  against  humanity  is  now
seemingly never ending.

Geoengineering,  weather  engineering,  and  bogus  ‘climate
change’ policies, are not meant to help humanity or the earth,
they are purposely being used only to harm and control. In
addition to what I have mentioned here, there have been an
inordinate number of chemical spills, massive explosions and
fires of not only toxic materials, but in food production
facilities  nationwide.  At  this  point,  no  mass  food
distribution can be trusted, as it is impossible to know what
is being put into our food supply.

Solar geoengineering, high-energy waves, and toxic poisoning



of the skies and earth, are causing increased storm activity,
droughts,  floods,  tornados,  fires,  earthquakes,  tsunamis,
hurricanes, and extreme volcanic activity. In addition, the
health of humanity is being systematically destroyed. As I
noted last year: “The most major tenet of this grand assault
on  humanity  at  the  hands  of  the  manipulative  state,  is
advancing the ‘climate change’ agenda, so that total control
over all of humanity and all property, can be solidified with
very little resistance. It is all based on false fear, as
always, but the state players in their haste to complete this
takeover  coup,  have  actually  through  climate  and  weather
manipulation, also placed themselves in harm’s way. The plot
was allowed to continue because multiple state agendas were
being sought, and it is still in place today, even with the
risks to all due to this horrendous plan. Oh, what a tangled
web they weave.”

“What’s coming will make post-apocalyptic movies look like a
Disney world vacation.”

~ Dane Wigington
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HAARP and the Sky Heaters

Spain Allows Geoengineering as do over 50 Other Countries

Spain Admits to Spraying Chemtrails in Secret U.N. Program

Chemtrail Poisons Are ruining Your Health From Above
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Cover image credit: Sharon James, contributing writer at TCTL

More photos taken by Sharon James, contributing writer at
Truth Comes to Light. All photos were taken during October of
2022 as she drove through American midwest farm land where she
lives and farms.
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